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Bicycle Chain Stretch 
The problem/condition explained. 

Chain Stretch is an interesting term. Bike chains do not actually stretch. 
Each bike chain has over 200 wear locations. This means that a very small 
amount of friction on each wear point results in metal loss which is 
magnified 200 times. As the chain pins and barrels come in contact, those 
contact points have a potential to wear. This wear on each pin and barrel is 
minimal however as wear occurs the chain becomes longer and this 
condition is called Chain Stretch. In other words wear on a bike chain 
makes the chain effectively longer and will begin to also wear and change 
the profile of Chain Rings and Cog Sets.  

How does this wear happen? 

Wear on a Bike Chain does not predominately come from pressure 
provided by the power of the rider. Wear on a Bicycle Chain comes mostly 
from dirt and grit that gets picked up during rides and transport and remains 
in the pins and barrels of the chain. These small particles are like a 
polishing compound in the pins and barrels. As a chain moves past the 
cogs and rings under pressure provided by the rider a very small amount of 
wear happens. If you run your fingers along the chain and your fingers are 
black and dirty, those same abrasive particles that are on your fingers are 
also embedded in the cavities that exists between the pins and barrels of a 
bike chain. Simply applying fresh lube does not eliminate or remove these 
abrasive particles. The real problem and real solution of Bicycle Chain 
Stretch is how to clean out these abrasive particles that interfere with 
smooth operation, and negatively influence the longevity of your driveline. 

What to Do? 

There are a few devices that can be used to ‘Solvent Clean’ a chain. This is 
a solution to the obvious problem but is a messy and clumsy 
solution. There is a better way.  
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What if… 

What if there was a great lube you could use AND a method of easily 
removing the lube and embedded abrasive particles in the pin and barrel 
cavities? What if there was a way to start fresh each time you wash your 
bike? There is a way! GoBIG Industries has created a system to do exactly 
this. GoBIG Bike Oil is a high efficiency, fully formulated lubricant with 
boundary additives, rust and corrosion inhibition, and is polar nature 
leaving a light film on metals. GoBIG Industries has also created an 
emulsifying agent, GoBIG Driveline Cleaner, that works to clear the lube 
from the chain when it is time to clean. GoBIG Bike Oil will not mix with 
water, however GoBIG Driveline Cleaner is engineered to be sprayed on a 
chain using GoBIG Bike Oil and to chemically induce the lube to mix with 
water. Here is how it works. After each ride, simply spray on the emulsifier 
while back pedaling the drive line. Let it soak in for a few minutes and use a 
garden hose to spray off the chain and driveline as you reverse pedal your 
bike, ensuring to not spray water directly on rotating bearings. Spraying the 
chain off will remove GoBIG Bike Oil, but more importantly removes the 
abrasive particles that are mixed in with the chain oil. Now dry the driveline 
and re-lube with GoBIG Bike Oil, go ride like crazy, and repeat 
frequently. This process is so easy it can be done after every ride.   

Keep in Mind 

If your chain leaves your fingers dirty when you touch it abrasive wear is 
inevitably mining away at the entire driveline, and it is time to change out 
the oil on your chain and re-lube. This wear is also consuming some of 
your power to overcome this friction. A Clean Chain is a Happy Chain…. A 
clean and lubricated driveline is quiet, efficient, and will last much longer 
than conventional maintenance practices can provide. The whole process 
saves on driveline component replacement, saving time and money for the 
conscientious cycling enthusiast.  

 


